02.04 System Members of The Texas A&M University System

Policy Statement

The Texas A&M University System (system), under the jurisdiction of the Board of Regents (board), is comprised of the System Offices and its member universities, agencies and the health science center.

Reason for Policy

This policy lists the current members of the system.

Procedures and Responsibilities

The members of the system shall include the following, which may be identified by the designated acronyms or abbreviations, along with such other members as may be added in the future:

**SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION**

SO: System Offices, including the Office of the Board of Regents

**SYSTEM MEMBER UNIVERSITIES**

Texas A&M: Texas A&M University
TAMUG: Texas A&M University at Galveston *
TAMUQ: Texas A&M University at Qatar *
PVAMU: Prairie View A&M University
Tarleton: Tarleton State University
Tarleton-Central Texas: Tarleton State University System Center-Central Texas *
TAMIU: Texas A&M International University
A&M-Commerce: Texas A&M University-Commerce
A&M-Corpus Christi: Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
Texas A&M-Kingsville: Texas A&M University-Kingsville
   TAMUK-San Antonio: Texas A&M University-Kingsville System Center-San Antonio *
A&M-Texarkana: Texas A&M University-Texarkana
WTAMU or
   West Texas A&M: West Texas A&M University

SYSTEM MEMBER AGENCIES

AgriLife Extension: Texas AgriLife Extension Service
AgriLife Research: Texas AgriLife Research
TEES: Texas Engineering Experiment Station
TEEX: Texas Engineering Extension Service
TFS: Texas Forest Service
TTI: Texas Transportation Institute
TVMDL: Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory

SYSTEM MEMBER HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER

HSC: The Texas A&M University System Health Science Center

* Texas A&M University at Galveston and Texas A&M University at Qatar are branch campuses of Texas A&M University. Tarleton State University System Center-Central Texas is part of Tarleton State University. Texas A&M University-Kingsville System Center-San Antonio is part of Texas A&M University-Kingsville.
Related Statutes, Policies, or Requirements

System Regulations 02.03.01, 02.04.01-02.04.19
http://www.tamus.edu/offices/policy/policies/index.html

Contact Office

The Office of the Chancellor
(979) 458-6000